
A Travel to Africa – Oftebro Reunion 2007 
 
A travel to Africa is not like any ordinary travel. And indeed it did not start as an ordinary 
tourist trip. The whole idea was born in Lyngdal, at the reunion in 2004. This especially 
successful gathering gave some of the visiting relatives from South Africa the idea of 
subsequent meeting with descendants of these brave men and women who defied many 
dangers and went to Zululand to establish a missionary station.  
 
When the invitation arrived, we didn’t seriously think it over, but quite soon the idea of 
meeting remote relatives and experience an exotic and unknown continent was growing, - a 
continent from which we had only heard of in the geography lessons back in school and seen 
in the news on television. Obviously several of the Edland family members must have been 
thinking the same, because suddenly we were 17 people, old and young, showing up on the 
Oslo Airport Gardermoen early a summer morning, full of expectation. Destination Durban. 
 

 
 
South Africa is a long way to go, but after only a few rather minor entanglements all the 
“Edlands” finally arrived in Durban in lovely summer weather.  
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In Durban we checked in at the hotel where the meeting was being held, a very nice hotel it 
was indeed. Printed meeting program, caps and T-shirts were waiting for us. 
 

 
 
Garry Oftebro could very proudly and touched wish all of us welcome to the very first 
Oftebro reunion in a foreign country. Garry gave us a brief historic and geographic lesson 
about South Africa, and he presented an orientation of what the participants could expect the 
next few days. Several presentations from the different branches of the Oftebro family gave 
us more pieces to the family puzzle and a lot of exciting stories. Garry, Mark, Inge and 
Torstein gave thorough presentations well supplied by Colin Langeland-Hansen and Thelma 
Piccione. 
 

 
 
We were entertained by a sing and dance group who gave us a fantastic show, presenting their 
Zulu culture. There were lots of photographs taken all over, stands and people talking to 
another around all tables and the corridors. We had a nice lunch, and in the evening we all 
gathered for a reunion dinner. Good food and drink, speeches and performances. Eirik 
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thanked Garry on behalf of the Edland family and gave him the book “Norway in words and 
pictures” and a bottle of traditional Norwegian aquavit – a very well tasting companion to 
lutefisk (dried codfish prepared in a potash lye). Garry sent the bottle around for everyone to 
taste, - most non-Norwegians found it very strong. 
 

 
 
Kari and Arnfinn presented traditional Norwegian songs, and the atmosphere was 
enthusiastic. A very interesting guest lecture about a project on saving the white rhino was 
presented by Ezemvelo Wildlife. The whole evening was very successful event, thanks to 
Garry. And not to forget – with very good help from Tessa. 
 

 
 
Now that the official arrangements were all successfully done, our expectations were very 
high – what were we to see the next days in South Africa and Zululand? For sure, Garry 
Oftebro had no plans of resting now! He had made plans for a very tight schedule for the 
following adventures. What did Ommund Oftebro really go to Zululand to do? What did he 
achieve and what impressions did he leave behind? This is what we will hear about now. 
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The next morning two buses were standing waiting for us outside the hotel. Passengers and 
luggage were put on the right bus – at least for those of us who received our luggage at the 
airport. And off we went! At this point we were presented to and became acquainted with our 
guide Henry Bird. With Garry in one bus and Henry in the other we got very interesting and 
detailed information about in the Zululand history, geography, wild life, business and daily 
living. Through the bus windows we could see and take pictures of foreign and exotic people 
and ways of living. These were experiences we will never forget and be without, but many in 
our group made their thoughts, - how privileged we are, living in the part of the world that we 
do. 
 

 
 
Our first goal was Eshowe, the place where Ommund Oftebro settled down and established 
his simple missionary station in Zululand. Before we arrived in Eshowe we made a stop at 
The Fort Nongqayi Museum Village where we could enjoy Zululand Missionary museum and 
local handcraft. The real scale model of the Zulu King who was so big and fat that he had to 
be pushed around in a homemade wheel chair, made by the Norwegian mission bishop 
Schreuder! We also had lunch here. Henry was sitting at a table together with the children and 
the young participants. They all had a great time, Henry telling stories to eager listeners!  
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We made a short stop for information and photographs by The Norwegian Missionary 
Cemetery. 
 

  
 
On our way further we visited Martyr’s Cross, a memorial over the first Christian martyr in 
Zululand, Maqhamusela Khanyile. 
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Ommund’s place - KwaMondi Missionary Church – was a great experience, perhaps the 
biggest on the whole trip. The climax being visit and participation at the service and the songs 
in the church. To hear Norwegian hymns in Zulu language was just fantastic! This was indeed 
a moving event, the engagement these local people were showing exceeded what we are used 
to back home. Very few eyes stayed dry this day. 
 

  
 
 
 

Martyr’s Cross 

”The Name Jesus will never fade” 



Torstein participated in parts of the ceremony, and he also translated the Bible verses of the 
day.  

  
 
The collection of the day was meant for the highly needed preservation and maintenance of 
the church. A remembrance about Ommund Oftebro by the entrance of the church was 
unveiled under the rain of camera clicks and flashlights. 
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And now, time for the local folklore. The group was divided in two, some were leaving for 
Simunye Cultural Village, the rest of us went to Stewart’s Farm. We were met by young Zulu 
women and men who presented some of their culture for us, by singing, dancing and showing 
us clothes, weapons and instruments. Summertime in Norway is wintertime in South Africa, 
and in temperatures only just above zero degrees Celsius we sure sympathized with our young 
Zulu friends who in very thin clothing gave us a very fine presentation, accompanied by a 
little drink, their local beer. But aren’t they freezing!?  
 

  
 
From the show we walked a few hundred yards up to the Lodge reception, - we had to get 
warm again! After a nice dinner we all gathered in the reception around the tables to lively 
talking and a little refreshment from the bar. The most spectacular lodging on the whole trip 
was waiting for us – in Zulu straw cottages. Our grandma crawled on all four to get into the 
hut! But they were nice and cosy with both a shower and real toilets – if only it wasn’t so 
cold! 
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So far on the tour we had been blessed with nice weather – though maybe a bit colder than we 
had expected. The next morning turned up grey. And after a couple of hours seriously wet 
too. We were heading for water safari – boy, what if we saw crocodiles! But to get to lunch 
(on our own) we had to run slalom between heavy streams of rain. After some souvenir 
shopping in the street bazaars in St Lucia, we located the boats that were going to take us “to 
sea”. The rain had to give in after a few hours, and we were going to have plenty of 
adventures this afternoon. Lots of hippos, both in the water and on the shores, exotic birds and 
even crocodiles! This was really something, so even if Tor Steinar’s mobile phone slipped 
from his pocket and into the sea the excitement was great! 
 

  
 
Having left our boats and we entered the bus again and set off for Bonamanzi Game Park. We 
checked in to our rooms and met for dinner. After a nice meal we met outside for our next 
experience: night safari in the bush! With all our clothes on, and warm blankets over our 
knees, we entered open jeeps, and off we went into the dark. This was really exciting, seeing 
different kind of animals, mostly antelopes. To end the night we all gathered around a big 
open fireplace outside singing Norwegian songs and having a nightcap. It felt good to 
conclude a fantastic day with a good night’s sleep in very nice cottages. 
 
Tuesday morning rose with sunshine and new adventures. We were on our way to Ubizane 
Tree Lodge, this was the starting point for the real safari! Open jeeps and a local guide, and 
cameras with loaded batteries. And we were not disappointed! Giraffes and hippos only a few 
yards apart, zebras, wart hogs and gnu. And impalas of course, they were everywhere. Here 
was sightseeing for everyone! After lunch we headed for Hluhluwe-Imfolozi Game Park for 
more jeep safari.  
 

   
 



On our way back home some of us almost got in physical contact with a buffalo and a hyena. 
This evening was the big bush dinner! With tables around a big open fireplace a dinner buffet 
was waiting for us under the starry sky. “Who knows, maybe the leopard is lying in a tree 
nearby, watching us?” The whole atmosphere was nice and enthusiastic with good food and 
drink, songs and speeches. Øystein and Mari gave their verbal credit to Garry, and Øystein 
presented Henry with a bottle of Norwegian Aquavit as a reward for wonderful guiding.  
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This night was going to be a waypoint where our group was divided in two, going separate 
ways from now on. Some went back to Norway, some left for Cape Town, and the rest of us 
joined Garry on what was perhaps his height of the trip: The Battlefields Tour! One single bus 
could take us all, heading to Dundee, in the heart of Zululand. On the way we stopped for 
lunch on Tulane Museum, visiting a fantastic museum of The Anglo-Zulu War. Before 
checking in on Battlefields Country Lodge, we visited Blood River, with a guided tour and 
detailed descriptions of the blood bath between Boers and Zulus.  
This night, and the following morning, we really felt that winter in Zululand really is winter. 
The fireplace in the nice sitting room at the lodge was a nice place to stay warm. When we 
were rising the next morning, there was white frost on the ground and frost mist in the air. 
This is Africa too! 
 

Øystein and Henry, - and the aquavit 



  
 
We were heading for what was going to be perhaps the climax of this bloody part of our tour: 
The great Battle by Isandlwana. It was here the English Army suffered their biggest defeat 
against the Zulus. Garry was in high spirits, and in only short sleeves and short trousers (it 
was freezing!) he jumped round speaking both in language and gesticulations the most 
horrifying details about these important historic events. This was really exciting!  
 

  
 
We had the most spectacular lodge on the whole tour here in Isandlwana. High up the steep 
mountainside, in luxurious rooms and with top service! And as everywhere we had come to, 
our servants also contributed with local songs and dancing during dinner, kindly and fully 
“voluntary” assisted by Norwegian guests. Breakfast next morning was very tasty and nice, - 
but very cold! The gas ovens were having there standing by the tables - with frost smoke from 
our mouths. This day the bus was taking us from 1500 meters above sea level down to the 
lowlands in Pietermaritzburg. During the whole ride Garry told us about the important war 
events in the different places we were passing on our way. For instance with a stop at Rorke’s 
Drift. This was the day for a very nice German lunch at the famous Wartburger Hof Hotel.  

Garry by the Zulu 
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Our last dinner on the tour was to be arranged at Thorntree Lodge in Pietermaritzburg. There 
was one problem however: the establishment was bankrupt and closed just a couple of days 
ago, all the employees being suspended. In times like these, - lucky the Oftebro aren’t 
defeated by minor setbacks! A couple of guys were sent out shopping some wine and beer, we 
set the tables ourselves, put out the pre-ordered food and arranged the whole evening. And 
what a closing dinner it was! Arnfinn had to, on numerous requests (at least one by Garry) 
present his famous “Eg rodde meg ut på seiegrunnen”. Torstein made a very fine speech, and 
the evening turned out very successful, - in spite of a bit stressful start. 
 

  
 
The official part of the Oftebro week had come to an end. And what a week, - we will 
remember it for ever. We are impressed by what Garry had done, and by the contributions of 
Inge and Torstein. Arrangements like this don’t do themselves, even the tiniest detail has to 
be planned. Our little Edland Pedersen family was now looking forward to the last week of 
vacation in Cape Town. When we arrived at Lady Hamilton Hotel we met Marit and Arne, 
Tor Steinar and Inger-Britt and Solveig and Per Arne with their children. Together with 
several other Oftebros, among them Hilde and Haakon from Mjøndalen, we were going to 
experience the big city with its modern city life, the slum in the townships, Robben Island, 
Cape of Good Hope, colonies of seals and penguins. We did sight seeing and shopping, and 
we also did tours with local guides. A very interesting insight into the history and daily living 
of this impressive country. 
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The four of us in our family also took the opportunity to experience South Africa as a wine 
producing country. By random we got in contact with a taxi driver who was also an official 
tour guide. He took us to the vineyards and villages in the Stellenbosch region. We had wine 
tasting, visited a cheetah reserve and the local food and culture. When we left South Africa 
Saturday evening we were loaded with experiences and nice memories. All thanks to an 
Oftebro family reunion. We will like to thank all of them who made this possible. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
Astrid & Tom, Eirik & Øystein Edland Pedersen 
 

The Edland family by The Cape of Good Hope 


